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SUMMARY Mobile video services are becoming a dominant traffic
category in emerging fourth generation (4G) cellular networks such as the
3GPP Long-Term Evolution (LTE) and LTE-Advanced (LTE-A). In par-
ticular, mobile video unicasting services based on 3GPP Dynamic Adap-
tive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) and multicasting/broadcasting services
based on 3GPP evolved Multimedia Multicast/Broadcast Service (eM-
BMS) will require considerable resources for high-quality service deliv-
ery with high coverage probability. Faced with the challenge of energy
efficient multimedia service provisioning over LTE/LTE-A, in this paper,
we present simple analytical tools for evaluation of average service data
rates, bandwidth and energy-consumption requirements applicable for dif-
ferent multimedia delivery services and LTE/LTE-A radio access network
(RAN) configurations. Moreover, we introduce and evaluate novel energy
and bandwidth performance measures defined per unit of service. As a re-
sult, we are able to compare the efficiency of different multimedia service
delivery configurations over LTE/LTE-A. In particular, in this paper, as a
running example we focus on eMBMS and compare the Energy of Service
(EoS) of the two macro-cellular LTE/LTE-A configurations recently pro-
posed in 3GPP: i) a single frequency network eMBMS (SFN-eMBMS),
and ii) a single-cell eMBMS (SC-eMBMS). Furthermore, we extend this
analysis to eMBMS provisioning over Heterogeneous Networks (HetNets)
environment. However, the methodology presented is general and targets
light-weight system design and comparison of bandwidth/energy costs of
different LTE/LTE-A multimedia service delivery configurations.
key words: eMBMS, energy efficiency, video multicast, LTE/LTE-A

1. Introduction

The dramatic increase in the predicted volume of wireless
Internet traffic can be attributed to mobile multimedia ap-
plications. This is recently confirmed by the Cisco Visual
Networking Index estimate that mobile data traffic will in-
crease 13-fold in the period 2012–2017 [1]. Provisioning
of high-quality multimedia services over cellular networks
has became a reality as a result of technological maturity
reached at both the cellular network and the user equipment
(UE) side. Indeed, the requirements for high quality multi-
media over cellular are met with the introduction of 3GPP
Long Term Evolution (LTE) and LTE-Advanced (LTE-A)
[2], [3]. In addition, typical smartphones/tablets available
on the market represent powerful handheld computers able
to process high-quality compressed multimedia and present
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it on a large size/resolution screen. This trend of video traf-
fic domination in the mobile cellular Internet opens a great
challenge for mobile network operators. Providing sufficient
network capacity that meets growing traffic demands while
preventing the operational expenditure and energy require-
ments of the network from scaling directly with traffic vol-
umes present conflicting demands.

In this paper, we address the energy and spectrum
efficient design and analysis of multimedia service deliv-
ery over LTE/LTE-A. We introduce a simple framework
for evaluation of average service data rates, bandwidth and
energy-consumption requirements for multimedia service
provisioning in LTE/LTE-A. In the proposed framework, av-
erage service data rates are evaluated based on Finite-State
Markov Chain (FSMC) modeling of user channels [4] cus-
tomized to the LTE/LTE-A physical-layer, in combination
with the fixed coverage probability service requirements.
Moreover, we introduce novel bandwidth and energy per-
formance measures defined per unit of service suitable for
system design and comparison of service delivery efficiency
of different LTE/LTE-A configurations. In particular, we fo-
cus on the mobile video broadcasting service, 3GPP evolved
Multimedia Multicast/Broadcast Service (eMBMS) [5], [6],
as a running example. For example, in the specific eM-
BMS LTE/LTE-A scenario, introducing energy costs per
eMBMS service channel sets the ground for Energy of Ser-
vice (EoS) definition, investigation and comparison of dif-
ferent eMBMS over LTE/LTE-A configurations. To pro-
vide the proof-of-concept for our approach, we evaluate
the bandwidth and energy efficiency of eMBMS provision-
ing under varying Quality of Experience (QoE) require-
ments over two LTE/LTE-A macro-cellular configurations
recently proposed in 3GPP. These are a single frequency
network eMBMS (SFN-eMBMS) and a single-cell eMBMS
(SC-eMBMS) configuration [6]. Furthermore, we extend
this analysis to eMBMS provisioning over more interest-
ing and dynamic Heterogeneous Network (HetNets) envi-
ronment [7]. However, we note that the results and method-
ology introduced in this paper are general and could be ex-
tended for comparison of different LTE/LTE-A multimedia
delivery services over various upcoming heterogeneous LTE
(HetNets) network configurations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 provides background on 3GPP defined multimedia
delivery services in LTE/LTE-A. In Sect. 3, we provide a
system model for video delivery services based on FSMC
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modeling of the LTE downlink transmission process. Fo-
cusing on eMBMS service, in Sect. 4 we derive average
rate vs. coverage probability analysis for the SFN and SC-
eMBMS configurations. Section 5 presents bandwidth and
energy efficiency analysis per video service unit. These are
applied in Sect. 6 to SFN and SC-eMBMS providing their
bandwidth/energy service cost evaluation and comparison
while taking the QoE into account. The paper is concluded
in Sect. 7.

2. Background

In this section, we provide brief overview on: i) the IP con-
tent delivery to mobile users via LTE/LTE-A interface, and
ii) the most popular 3GPP-standardized multimedia delivery
services over LTE/LTE-A.

2.1 3GPP LTE/LTE-A RAN Protocols

The LTE standard provides efficient broadband wireless IP
connectivity between the base station (eNB - eNodeB) and
the mobile UE through the new evolved UMTS terrestrial
Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN) architecture introduced
in 3GPP LTE Release 8 [8]. Figure 1 illustrates the protocol
stack responsible for the downlink (DL) IP packet flow at
the eNB/UE interface.

IP packets enter the eNB through the Packet Data
Conversion Protocol (PDCP). After header compression
and ciphering, PDCP encapsulated IP packets (IP/PDCP)
are delivered to the Radio Link Control (RLC) layer.
The RLC layer performs segmentation/concatenation of
IP/PDCP packets into RLC packets to fit the MAC frame
size requirements, which are in turn selected to fit the physi-
cal layer (PHY) transport block (TB) sizes. Thus each MAC
frame is allocated a single PHY TB for transmission over the
eNB/UE interface. For unicast transmission, reliable MAC
frame delivery over the eNB/UE link is supported by the
MAC/PHY layer HARQ mechanism. If HARQ fails, the
RLC-layer ARQ mechanism may be (optionally) used to
guarantee reliable RLC packet delivery [9], [10].

The PHY TB represents a PHY packet whose size
(TBS) within a single transmission time interval (TTI) de-
pends on: i) the modulation/coding (MC) scheme selected
by the MAC-layer scheduler based on the Channel Quality
Indicator (CQI) reported by the UE, and ii) the amount of
PHY resource blocks (RBs) allocated to the UE. The PHY
RB represents a unit of time-frequency resources: 0.5 ms
time duration ( 1

2 TTI) and 12 OFDM carriers (180 kHz) of
bandwidth. PHY RBs are always allocated in pairs, thus the
PHY TBS depends on the number NRBP of RB pairs (RBPs),
1 RBP = 180 kHz × 1 TTI, allocated to the UE and the CQI
value fed back by the UE (see Table 1, TBS column for the
case NRBP = 6, i.e., a Category 1 LTE user). For more details
on the LTE RAN protocols, we refer the reader to [8]–[10].

Fig. 1 eNB DL packet flow from IP to PHY layer.

Table 1 CQI values and the corresponding TB sizes.

CQI modulation code bits per SINR TBS
index rate symbol (dB) (bits)
0 − 3 No Tx - - < −1.25 0
4 QPSK 0.3 0.6016 −0.94 384
5 QPSK 0.44 0.8770 1.09 576
6 QPSK 0.59 1.1758 2.97 768
7 16QAM 0.37 1.4766 5.31 960
8 16QAM 0.48 1.9141 6.72 1152
9 16QAM 0.6 2.4063 8.75 1536
10 64QAM 0.45 2.7305 10.47 1920
11 64QAM 0.55 3.3223 12.34 2304
12 64QAM 0.65 3.9023 14.37 2688
13 64QAM 0.75 4.5234 15.94 3072
14 64QAM 0.85 5.1152 17.81 3456
15 64QAM 0.93 5.5547 20.31 3840

2.2 Multimedia Delivery Services over LTE/LTE-A

3GPP standards for multimedia delivery over LTE/LTE-A
define two categories for video delivery services: the adap-
tive HTTP streaming service (DASH) that targets unicast
media streaming to small group of users [11], and the eM-
BMS suitable for broadcasting the same video content to a
large number of users over a common radio channel [5].

Dynamic adaptive streaming over HTTP (DASH) for
the progressive download of video content has gained pop-
ularity due to low operational costs and bandwidth require-
ments, dynamic bit rate adaptation and improved scalability
[11]–[13]. DASH is a segment-based streaming solution in
which segments of the media content are provided by server
in multiple representations that differ in video bit rates,
frame rates, resolution, and quality. All the decisions are
moved from servers to clients thus liberating servers from
large dependencies on different devices, while enabling each
client to adjust streaming session to its own abilities. This is
done by allowing users to dynamically choose the segment
of highest quality according to its currently experienced net-
work conditions and handset capabilities [12].

3GPP standard allowing for point-to-multipoint multi-
media transmission (MBMS) has been defined starting from
Release 6 [6]. In Release 8 [8], the enhanced MBMS (eM-
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Fig. 2 3GPP eMBMS System Architecture.

BMS) design is introduced with two proposed transmission
schemes. The first one, single-cell (SC-eMBMS) transmis-
sion, overcomes pre-LTE MBMS shortcomings by allowing
user feedback on channel conditions and dynamic selection
of the suitable MC scheme. The advantage of this scheme
is dynamic adaptation to current distribution of users in the
cell. Furthermore, in terms of energy efficiency, the SC-
eMBMS service can be turned-off in the cells with no active
service. The second one, multicell or so called single fre-
quency network (SFN-eMBMS) transmission, represents a
coordinated effort of macro eNBs to cover the network with
the same physical signal, where a fixed MC scheme adapted
to match the worst-case edge-user requirements is applied.
SFN-eMBMS results in increased achievable rates at the cell
edge [14]. In contrast to SC-eMBMS, SFN-eMBMS is fixed
and designed in advance and does not depend on the user
distribution over the cells [6].

The eMBMS system architecture is presented in Fig. 2.
For SC-eMBMS, it reuses similar architecture as for the
standard LTE unicast service with the eMBMS service
gateway (MBMS GW) and the Mobility Management En-
tity (MME). SFN-eMBMS requires additional coordination
within single frequency network of eNBs, which is main-
tained by Multi-cell multicast Coordination Entity (MCE).
Service-level entity called Broadcast/Multicast Service Cen-
ter (BMSC) maintains service activation and session man-
agement between service users and the content provider.
Detailed description of the eMBMS architecture and system
interfaces is available in [15].

3. System Model for Multimedia Delivery Services
over LTE/LTE-A

Mobile multimedia services are delivered to cellular users
encapsulated into IP data streams. IP packets are transmit-
ted via the eNB/UE radio-interface over frequency/time re-
sources consisting of a set of PHY RBs allocated over a
time-sequence of TTI slots. Accurate modeling of instanta-
neous channel conditions and achievable data rates as seen
by UEs at various cell locations is fundamental for efficient

Fig. 3 LTE/LTE-A system model for SFN and SC-eMBMS.

design of multimedia delivery services over LTE/LTE-A.

3.1 LTE/LTE-A System Model

We consider a LTE/LTE-A system model consisting of a
macro-cellular site that combines 19 macro-cell eNBs ar-
ranged in two tiers around a central eNB (Fig. 3 illustrates
part of the layout).

For a UE placed at a distance d from the eNB, the av-
erage Signal-to-Interference-and-Noise Ratio (SINR) at the
UE is [8]:

S INR(d) =PT X +GT X +GRX

− N − I − S (d) − PL(d) − PNL, (1)

where PT X is the eNB transmission power (per cell sector);
GT X and GRX are the eNB and the UE antenna gains (includ-
ing 3GPP defined horizontal and vertical antenna patterns);
N and I are the noise and the ICI power from all the inter-
fering eNBs at the UE location; PNL is the wall penetra-
tion loss for signals received at indoor UEs; and finally, S
and PL are the shadowing loss and the pathloss in dB mea-
sured at different UE positions using shadowing variances
and pathloss models defined in Table 2 following [8].

3.2 LTE/LTE-A Downlink Packet-Level Channel Model

The PHY TB transmission process underlies the multimedia
IP services over LTE E-UTRAN. Thus in this section, we
derive a simple model of the PHY TB transmission in order
to provide reasonable estimates of achievable data rates for
UEs located within the cell domain.

The PHY TB transmission process model requires: i)
the description of the process of CQI values reporting as
seen by the eNB, and ii) PHY TB error rate estimates for
different CQI values as seen from the MAC layer. It seems
natural to model the reported CQI values and their dynam-
ics using Finite-State Markov Chain (FSMC) channel mod-
els [4]. For simplicity, assuming Rayleigh fading statistics
and a fixed PHY RB frequency allocation over time (TTIs)
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Table 2 LTE/LTE-A parameters and system assumptions.

Parameter Value
Inter site distance (ISD) 500 m (3GPP Case 1)
Traffic model Downlink full buffer
Duplexing mode FDD
System bandwidth 2 × 40 MHz (LTE-A)
eMBMS service allocation 25%
Subcarrier spacing 7.5 kHz
Number of usable data RBs/TTI 100 RBPs per 10 MHz
OFDMA useful symb duration 0.133 ms
Number of OFDMA symb/frame 6 per subframe
Number of RBPs per TTI 100 RBPs
MBMS control overhead 10%
Transmission scheme SISO
Frame duration 10 ms
Carrier frequency 2.0 GHz
System layout multi-cell (19 macro-cells) - Het-

Nets (micro+pico cells)
Pathloss eNB-UE 3GPP model
Penetration loss (PNL) 20 dB
Shadowing (macro,micro,pico) Shadow fading: Log normal -

stdev eNB-UE:(10, 10, 6) dB
Terminal speed 3 km/h
Max Tx power: macro,micro,pico eNB:(46, 22, 16) dBm/sector
Max Antenna gain: macro,micro,pico eNB:(14, 9, 5) dBi, UE:0 dBi
Antenna height: macro,micro,pico eNB:(25, 5, 1.5) m, UE:1.5 m
Noise figure UE:7 dB
Max. HARQ retransmissions 3

Fig. 4 FSMC model of PHY TB transmission process.

with sufficiently low user mobility and multipath signal dis-
persion, the packet-level PHY TB channel can be modeled
using slowly-varying frequency-flat Rayleigh fading FSMC
models [16], [17]. We customize these models for our pur-
pose: for LTE/LTE-A, the SINR division into FSMC states
is naturally provided by the SINR intervals defining different
CQI values (Table 1, SINR column). Thus we “embed” the
LTE division of SINR axis into the FSMC model in [17]. To
embed the CQI states into the FSMC model, for UEs close
to the eNB or the cell-edge, we dynamically introduce an ad-
ditional set of “virtual” states. Virtual good states are intro-
duced for SINRs larger than the CQI 15 (SINR > 20.31 dB)
state and are assumed to deliver maximum size PHY TBs
without errors (BLER=0); Virtual bad states are introduced
for SINRs lower than the CQI 0 state (SINR < −1.25 dB),
and are assumed to result in PHY TB transmission failure
(BLER=1), as illustrated in Fig. 4.

Based on the average S INR(d) at the UE calculated
using (1) and the SINR intervals of CQI states, we estab-
lish an FSMC model representing the CQI state reporting
process for any given UE location. Using the FSMC model,
one can easily derive the set π = {π1, π2, . . . , πNCQI } of steady
state probabilities of NCQI CQI states using the expressions
in [17]. While in the i-th CQI state, the average data rate
achievable at the UE equals:

Ri =
T BS (i) · NRBP

TT I
(1 − BLER(i)), (2)

where T BS (i) is the PHY TB information capacity (in bits,
Table 1, TBS column) and BLER(i) is the average BLER
for the CQI state i. We calculate the BLER(i) by weighted
averaging of simulated PHY TB BLERs over NS substates
(equidistant SINR points) within the SINR interval of the
i-th CQI state:

BLER(i) =
NS∑
j=1

P( j) · BLER(sim)( j). (3)

P( j), 1 ≤ j ≤ NS , is the substate probability distribution, ob-
tained from the instantaneous SINR probability distribution
law normalized to the SINR interval of the i-th CQI state
[17]. BLER(sim)( j) is the j-th substate BLER obtained by
LTE PHY simulations [18]. Finally, the average rate Ravg(d)
of PHY TB data delivery to the UE placed at the distance d
from the eNB:

Ravg(d) = π · RT , (4)

where R = {R1,R2, . . . ,RNCQI }. Note that these rates corre-
spond to unicast transmission, where the eNB continuously
adapts the MC scheme to the UE reported CQI values, and
are thus applicable for DASH service analysis. However,
the same approach is reusable for broadcast transmission,
where the eNB applies fixed MC scheme. In that case, as-
suming the eNB applies the MC scheme corresponding to
the CQI value s, the values in R are: Ri = Rs, for all i ≥ s,
and Ri = 0 otherwise. In other words, the UEs that report
CQI values greater than or equal to s will receive the fixed
service rate Rs, while those below this CQI value will fail to
receive data.

4. eMBMS: Average Rates vs. Coverage Probability

As a running example, in this paper we focus on the energy-
efficiency analysis of eMBMS services. We assume eM-
BMS services are provided over a fraction of system fre-
quency resources (e.g., fixed set of allocated PHY RBs), us-
ing either SC-eMBMS or SFN-eMBMS.

For SFN-eMBMS, we assume that perfectly coordi-
nated and synchronized set of eNBs jointly transmit the
same physical signal to the UEs in the cell domain.

The ICI factor I in SINR-equation (1) depends on
which of the two eMBMS strategies are in use. For SC-
eMBMS, the received signal power from all the eNBs except
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Fig. 5 Average rate (Mbits/s) per user located in the central eNB cell
domain when eNBs transmits different PHY signals (SC-eMBMS).

Fig. 6 Average rate (Mbits/s) per user located in the central eNB cell
domain when eNBs transmits the same PHY signals (SFN-eMBMS).

the strongest one contributes to the ICI factor. For SFN-
eMBMS, neighboring eNBs support each other by coher-
ently transmitting the same signal over the same frequency
resource. Due to synchronization complexity, we assume
the cluster of 3 strongest eNBs provide useful signal match-
ing while other eNBs contribute to the ICI factor.

Before proceeding, it is useful to observe Figs. 5 and 6.
These figures present average data rates (in Mbits/s) calcu-
lated using Eq. (4) across the area of the central eNB under
assumptions that neighboring eNBs transmit different PHY
signals (Fig. 5), which is the case for SC-eMBMS, or that
neighboring eNBs transmit the same signal (Fig. 6), which
is the case in SFN-eMBMS. Clearly, by inspecting the num-
bers provided for example positions at the cell-edge area,
we can observe that SFN-eMBMS benefits from signal su-
perposition which affects the reception quality in the cell
edge domain. On the other hand, the strict constraint that
the PHY signals delivered from eNBs should be the same
significantly restricts the flexibility as compared to the SC-
eMBMS service.

4.1 SFN-eMBMS: Average Rate vs. Coverage Probability

The SFN-MBMS is delivered from all eNBs using the same
set of PHY parameters selected to meet the desired cell cov-
erage probability threshold P(cov)

th (the service coverage prob-
ability is defined as the probability that a uniformly and ran-

domly placed UE achieves the SINR threshold required by
the service). In general, exact coverage probability calcula-
tions are hard [19], thus we use approximations following
from the FSMC modeling to obtain reasonable estimates.

Let us reformulate the coverage probability problem
for the scenario and model we observe. We assume the
eNB broadcasts the service using a fixed MC scheme cor-
responding to CQI value s selected in advance. For any UE
in the cell, the average received SINR is known (see Sect. 3).
Feeding the FSMC model with the average SINR, we obtain
the set π of steady CQI state probabilities at the UE. The
coverage probability P(cov)

UE,s is:

P(cov)
UE,s =

∑
i≥s

πi. (5)

Averaging the P(cov)
UE,s over the cell area, we obtain the (cell)

coverage probability. For simplicity, we introduce two as-
sumptions: i) the average SINR is circularly symmetric with
respect to the eNB, and ii) the cell area represents a cir-
cle of radius rc. The first assumption restricts attention
to any radial line emanating from the eNB; we select the
worst-case radial line in terms of SINR values thus lower-
bounding the coverage probability. For the second assump-
tion, we use the circle of minimum radius that covers all
UEs connecting to the eNB. Finally, the coverage proba-
bility is approximated by a “Riemann-like” weighted sum
of coverage probabilities at points located at a sequence of
Nr concentric rings defined by the set of equidistant radii
d = {d1 = 0, d2, . . . , dNr+1 = rc}, where di+1 − di = rc/Nr.
The cell coverage probability is:

P(cov)
cell,s =

Nr∑
i=1

Ph(di : di+1) · P(cov)
UE (di+1), (6)

where Ph(di : di+1) = (d2
i+1 − d2

i )/r2
c is the probability that

a UE, placed uniformly and randomly within the circular
cell area of radius rc, hits the ring defined by [di, di+1]. For
the desired coverage probability threshold P(cov)

cell,th, the SFN-
MBMS should broadcast using the highest CQI value s∗ for
which the coverage probability P(cov)

c,s∗ exceeds P(cov)
cell,th:

s∗ = max{s ∈ CQI : P(cov)
cell,s ≥ P(cov)

cell,th}, (7)

where CQI represents the set of indices of CQI states. Thus,
the SFN-MBMS is able to achieve the average rate:

RS FN
s∗ =

T BS (s∗) · NRBP

TT I
(1 − BLER(s∗)), (8)

while satisfying the P(cov)
cell,th requirement.

4.2 SC-eMBMS: Average Rate vs. Coverage Probability

The rationale of the SC-eMBMS is that a small number of
users in the cell is likely to be able to receive better service
then the one used by the SFN-MBMS service [6]. In the
following, assuming a Poisson distribution of UEs with in-
tensity λ, we derive the average rate of the SC-MBMS for a
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given coverage probability P(cov)
cell,th.

We start with the inverse problem from the one dis-
cussed for SFN-MBMS: given P(cov)

cell,th and fixed CQI state s,
we search for the radius rs such that if the eNB transmits
using the MC scheme for the CQI state s, the UEs within
the circle of radius rs will receive the service with P(cov)

cell,s ≥
P(cov)

cell,th. By increasing the CQI state values s between s∗ <
s < NCQI, where s∗ is the CQI state that covers the whole
cell, we obtain the set of radii r = {rNCQI , rNCQI−1, . . . , rs∗+1},
each of which defines the P(cov)

cell,th coverage probability region
for the corresponding CQI state. For example, for CQI state
s, we obtain rs using slightly altered version of equation (6):

P(cov)
cell,s =

n∑
i=0

Ph(di : di+1) · P(cov)
UE (di+1), (9)

where in the above equation, what we aim to evaluate is
n. More precisely, we increase n thus increasing the set of
equidistant rings defined by their radii d = {d1 = 0, d2 =

δ, d3 = 2δ, . . . , dn = (n − 1)δ} in a ring-by-ring fashion until
the coverage probability P(cov)

cell,s exceeds P(cov)
cell,th:

n(rs) = min{n ∈ N : P(cov)
cell,s ≥ P(cov)

cell,th}. (10)

Depending on the selected radius increment δ, we get arbi-
trarily good estimate of rs = n(rs) · δ.

Using r and the user density λ, we calculate the prob-
ability that there are exactly i users in the cell, and all of
them reside within the radius r j. In SC-MBMS setup, this
is the probability that, given there are i users in the cell,
the eNB broadcasting at rate Rj defined by the MC scheme
of the CQI state j, will cover all the UEs with probability
P(cov)

cell,th. Averaging the achievable eNB rates across the pos-
sible number of users in the cell and the possible CQI state
coverage radii, we obtain the average SC-MBMS rate:

RS C(λ) =
Nu∑
i=1

NCQI∑
j=s∗

Pλ(i) · Ph(i, r j) · (1 − Ph(i, r j+1)) · Rj.

(11)

In the expression above, Pλ(i) describes the Poisson distri-
bution:

Pλ(i) =
(λA)i

i!
exp(−λA), (12)

describing the number i of cell users as a function of the av-
erage user density λA, where A is the cell area, and i is lim-
ited to some sufficiently large value Nu. Ph(i, r j) is the prob-
ability that i UEs, placed uniformly and randomly within
the circular cell area, simultaneously hit the circle defined
by the radius r j:

Ph(i, r j) =

(
r j

rc

)2i

. (13)

Finally, Rj is the average rate achievable by the covered UE

obtained from Eq. (2). For the expression (11), it is impor-
tant to note that the eNB will transmit using the rate Rj

if all the users are confined within the ring r j, but not all
of them are confined to a smaller ring r j+1 (otherwise, the
eNB would increase the transmission rate to Rj+1). Note
also that, unlike RS FN

s∗ , the average rate for the SC-MBMS
service RS C(λ) depends on the user distribution through the
average number of users per unit area λ.

5. Bandwidth and Energy Efficiency Evaluation of eM-
BMS in LTE/LTE-A

Given the average data rates available for video broadcast
service delivery for different modes of system operation, we
derive system utilization parameters in terms of bandwidth
usage and energy consumption. These parameters are cal-
culated per unit of service, which in our scenario represents
a constant bitrate eMBMS video channel. The energy ef-
ficiency evaluation of eMBMS service units relies on en-
ergy consumption models of eNBs. The resulting energy
per channel metric could be understood as a novel Energy of
Service (EoS) parameter. The EoS could be fundamental for
evaluation and comparison of different service architectures
and selection of optimal ones with respect to the total en-
ergy costs service unit that satisfies specific QoE-based user
requirements, as detailed below.

5.1 Capacity and Bandwidth Costs of eMBMS

Given the average service rate, the average number of eM-
BMS video channels for a given system configuration is ob-
tained similarly as in [3]:

Nc fg
eMBMS =

N(DL)
RBP · F(DL)

eMBMS · (1−αeMBMS ) · Rc fg
th%

ReMBMS
. (14)

In the above equation, N(DL)
RBP represents the number of PHY

RBPs allocated for MBMS video delivery service, F(DL)
eMBMS

is the fraction of frame symbols allocated for eMBMS,
αeMBMS is a fraction of control data required by eMBMS
(αeMBMS = 10% [3]), Rc fg

th% is the average data rate of the
c fg system configuration (c fg could be SFN-eMBMS or
SC-eMBMS service configuration) required to achieve th%
user coverage, and finally, ReMBMS is the service unit data
rate: a single eMBMS channel (e.g., 384, 768 or 1536 kbps)
[3]. From the number of eMBMS channels the system con-
figuration is able to provide over a given frequency alloca-
tion N(DL)

RBP , the bandwidth allocation (in kHz) per eMBMS
channel is:

Bc fg
MBMS =

N(DL)
RBP · 180

NMBMS
. (15)

5.2 Energy Efficiency of eMBMS

To investigate the energy efficiency of SFN and SC-eMBMS
in a LTE/LTE-A, we first define a suitable macro eNB power
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consumption model, from which we directly obtain the en-
ergy costs per eMBMS channel. In general, macro eNB
power models consist of dynamic and static components.
While the dynamic part varies with the eNB average trans-
mission power and the instantaneous traffic load, the static
part (or zero-load) is independent of these parameters and
represents the power consumption in equipment such as the
transceiver (base-band and radio), climate control (cooling
sections) and interfaces [20]–[23].

In [22], the macro eNB power model describes the re-
lation between the eNB operational power PeNB

Op and its max-

imum transmission power PeNB
T x,max as given by:

PeNB
Op = αPeNB

T x,max · l + β, (16)

where PeNB
Op and PeNB

T x,max are given in Watts (W), l is the value
of the traffic load that varies between 0 (no load) and 1 (full-
load), α is a constant that accounts for the power efficiency
of the eNB power amplifier (PA), power supply unit, etc,
while β is the zero-load macro eNB power consumption. In
this paper, we choose α = 2.85 and β = 602 W, based on
available energy-efficiency figures for state-of-the-art macro
eNB components [24].

From the number of eMBMS channels that the system
provides over a given frequency allocation N(DL)

RBP , it is easy
to obtain the energy (or power) cost per eMBMS channel:

Pc fg
MBMS =

PeNB
Op · N(DL)

RBP

N(tot)
MBMS

. (17)

where N(tot)
MBMS is the total number of resource blocks.

5.3 Extension to eMBMS over LTE/LTE-A HetNets

With the ongoing evolution from macro-cellular to Het-
erogeneous Networks (HetNets), the potential for offering
higher-quality video services increases. Thus HetNets based
evolved E-UTRAN offers novel opportunities for enhance-
ments in mobile video delivery services including eMBMS
through, e.g., service “offloading” from macro cells to small
cells or dynamic power control (“cell-zooming”) of small
cells. On the other hand, E-UTRAN energy efficiency be-
comes major concern as introduction of small cells places
additional burden on E-UTRAN power consumption.

We further extend our SC-eMBMS service analysis as-
suming service traffic is offloaded to small cells whenever
a mobile user equipment (UE) that consumes the service
experiences better connection via a neighbouring small cell
eNBs compared to the connection towards macro eNB. We
assume a given number of micro and pico eNBs is randomly
placed according to Poisson point process. Each class of
eNBs (macro, micro and pico) is allocated a separate and
disjoint set of PHY RBs. We apply micro eNB power con-
sumption model from [25] and pico eNB power consump-
tion model from [26] (Sect. 3, Eq. (6), Table III).

6. Simulation Results

In this section, we provide the SFN and SC-eMBMS band-
width and energy service costs evaluation and comparison
in macro-cellular scenario. We also include simulation re-
sults of energy efficiency of SC-eMBMS delivery across
LTE/LTE-A HetNets. Finally, we include QoE-based user
requirements following from the suitable QoE models for
H.264/Scalable Video Coding (SVC) [31] compressed video
traffic into the proposed framework for system design and
evaluation.

6.1 SC-eMBMS vs. SFN-eMBMS: Energy of Service

Using the FSMC-based system modeling methodology pre-
sented in Sect. 3.2, and applying the average service rate
evaluation derived in Sect. 4.1, we are able to calculate the
bandwidth and energy costs per service unit, as detailed in
Sect. 5. More precisely, for the system layout and param-
eters introduced in Sect. 3.1 and Table 2, we used Eqs. (8)
and (11) to calculate the average data rate RS FN

s∗ and RS C(λ)
of both SFN and SC-MBMS configurations. The results ob-
tained for SC-eMBMS are a function of the user density λ.
Then, using expressions (15) and (17), we obtain the band-
width and energy costs per fixed-rate MBMS channel for
both configurations.

Figures 7 and 8 show the bandwidth and energy costs
per downlink video broadcast channel of service rates equal

Fig. 7 SFN-eMBMS vs. SC-eMBMS: bandwidth cost per channel
(MHz/channel).

Fig. 8 SFN-eMBMS vs. SC-eMBMS: energy cost per channel
(Joule/channel).
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384, 768 and 1536 kbps for both the SFN-eMBMS and the
SC-eMBMS transmission schemes. The results are param-
eterized by the average user density per cell λA and pro-
vide bandwidth costs in [MHz/channel] and energy costs in
[J/channel] per channel (service unit) of the eMBMS ser-
vice. The results provide for direct comparison of the two
different LTE-A eMBMS configurations with respect to the
bandwidth and energy of service costs. As can be seen from
the results, the SC-eMBMS transmission scheme is more
suitable at low user densities, in particular, for user density
values less than 5.45 users/cell. In addition, the SC-eMBMS
service allows for switching-off cells without eMBMS users
to save energy, which is additionally emphasized in Fig. 8
for eMBMS channel rate of 1.536 Mbps (by factoring the
energy costs with Pλ(0)). The SFN-eMBMS scheme is more
efficient in providing improved cell-edge rates, which is re-
flected in its better performance at higher user densities. Fi-
nally, we note that the simple analytical tools proposed in
this paper provide results that correspond very well to simi-
lar efforts reported within 3GPP [27]–[29], where the results
are obtained through simulations.

6.2 SC-eMBMS Delivery over LTE/LTE-A HetNets

We extend the SC-eMBMS scenario by randomly placing
Nμ, Np and NUE micro and pico cells and mobile users in the
circular area of radius rc within the coverage area of the cen-
tral macro eNB cell. We assume that every UE selects the
point of connection to be the eNB (either macro or small)
that provides the highest average SINR. In each simulation
run, we calculate the frequency resources that every eNB
has to allocate in order to be able to offer an average eM-
BMS service rate of R [kbps]. In other words, we assume
that each eNB (macro or small) is notified on all the UEs
it serves and their respective SINR values. From this in-
formation the eNB extracts the worst-case user and, using
Eqs. (2) and (4) as a function of NRBP, calculates the mini-
mum amount of frequency resources N(eNB)

RBP it has to allocate
so that the worst-case user average rate ReNB

min exceeds the
service rate R. Finally, the total power eNB invested in the
eMBMS is obtained by pondering the dynamic component
of the total power expressions with the amount (fraction) of
resources used for eMBMS service at each serving eNB.

Figure 9 focuses on the R=256 kbps eMBMS service
and deploys Nμ = {1, 5, 10} micro base stations. From the
results in the figure, we clearly see the benefit of increas-
ing micro-cellular deployment density for energy efficiency
while delivering fixed-rate service across the cell. For the
case of large number of micro-cells, the cell coverage with
the requested data rate is already sufficiently high resulting
in the energy costs that remain nearly constant with the in-
crease of the user density. Finally, in the figure, we also
include the case of combined macro/pico deployment. We
illustrate the scenario where, apart from the macro eNB, we
randomly place Nμ = 3 micro eNBs and Nμ = 6 pico eNBs.
The resulting energy costs for fixed rate R=256 kbps eM-
BMS service turns out to be similar as for the case of Nμ = 5

Fig. 9 Average eMBMS service power consumption for different Het-
Nets configuration as a function of UE density (R=256 kbps).

micro eNBs. Thus certain level of energy costs per service
channel may be obtained using different HetNets configura-
tions.

6.3 QoE-Aware eMBMS Design

In the previous analysis, we evaluated the eMBMS channel
as a fixed-rate data channel without consideration of the av-
erage video quality achievable at the UE. To this end, in the
following, we introduce the Quality of Experience (QoE) as
an additional requirement in the eMBMS system design. We
use recently proposed QoE models for H.264/SVC services
that provide analytical relations between the average data
rates, R(q, t), and average subjective video quality based on
Mean Opinion Score (MOS), Q(q, t), as a function of ma-
jor H.264/SVC parameters: the frame rate (t) (Hz) and the
quantization stepsize parameter (q) [30]. In this paper, we
choose the rate and quality model parameters and the en-
coder settings, that are provided in [30] for the Foreman
video sequence encoded using the SVC reference software
[32]. Using the QoE models, we reformulate the eMBMS
design problem and analyze the bandwidth and energy ef-
ficiency per unit of service in a way which is natural for
mobile network operators: What are the bandwidth/energy
costs per unit of eMBMS service satisfying certain average
video quality threshold Qth for a given eMBMS system con-
figuration?

Figure 10 shows the bandwidth and energy cost per
unit of service (video channel) as a function of video quality
measured in MOS, and the achieved bit rate in the SFN-
eMBMS system. As expected, the increase in the requested
video quality results in higher bandwidth and energy costs
per video channel and requires the availability of higher
channel rates to be offered to UEs of different capabilities
within the SFN-eMBMS coverage area. For example, while
delivering a very high quality video services of MOS =
4.5 will require the availability of high bit rates channels
with rates R ≥ 800 kbps and bandwidth and energy costs of
0.9 [MHz/channel], and 8 [mJ/chanel], users with capabili-
ties to receive video services of MOS=4.2 will only need to
receive data at bit rates R ≥ 400 kbps, reducing the band-
width and energy cost by almost 45% per channel.
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Fig. 10 Bandwidth and Energy cost per channel vs. video quality
(MOS).

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we analysed energy efficiency of 3GPP-
defined strategies for multimedia delivery in LTE/LTE-A.
We presented a simple analytical approach for average ser-
vice rate calculation constrained by coverage probability re-
quirements. The average service rate results are then placed
within the framework of bandwidth and energy costs per
unit of service, which provides fundamental and universal
metrices for bandwidth and energy efficient design of mul-
timedia services in current and future LTE/LTE-A system
configurations. As a demonstration, the proposed frame-
work is applied on the SFN-eMBMS and the SC-eMBMS
configurations, where the latter extended to upcoming Het-
Nets topologies.
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